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When too much of the gums or periodontal membrane is exposed, then he might have the oral issue
often called a gummy smile. Having short lips, misaligned and protruded teeth, disproportion of hard
and soft gum tissues, and a long maxillary alveolar bone are some of the factors that cosmetic
dentists say to bring about gummy smiles.

Having extremely uneven gums may also be because of gum ailments. When a portion of the gums
moves away too far back, the individualâ€™s teeth roots are exposed, leaving them susceptible to
severe oral health disorders such as tooth decay and tooth loss. Even with periodontal problems,
affected individuals can easily be remedied to restore the health of their gum tissues and then
undergo gum recontouring to improve their smiles.

While uneven or misshapen gums are inherited, youngsters do not need to live with this and can
easily achieve an attractive smile while still very young. If you have a â€œgummy smileâ€•, Ottawa
cosmetic dentists can help you beautify this via a dental treatment called gum recontouring. The
technique is simple and the effects are long lasting. Gum recontouring is also useful for affected
individuals who have short teeth, too much gums in between the teeth and a gum line with no
arches.

Before the gum recontouring procedure, the personâ€™s gums are examined to decide if they are
adequately healthy to experience dental cleaning and periodontal treatment. After evaluating the
gums, an anesthetic is given to do away with discomfort before the recontouring process.

Utilizing a diode laser, the gum line is reformed and excessive or uneven tissue is sculpted into the
appropriate shape. By employing laser technology, the method has been made easier and less
painful. Since the Ottawa cosmetic dentist makes incisions on the gum tissue utilizing a laser beam,
there is no direct physical contact from any pointed dental tool. People can return to normal chewing
and speaking activities, and have minimum sensitivity the day following the procedure.

With assistance from the newest in dentistry technology, cosmetic dentistry Ottawa experts can
restore their patients' smile and build a lifetime impression on the patients' health. With flawlessly
formed and healthy looking gums, patients get self-confidence as they participate in daily societal
interactions. Studies reveal that individuals who are content about their looks are more likely to be
successful in work and relationships.

Ottawa cosmetic dentists are competent, serious and proficient in performing gum restoration
processes. They are updated with the current cosmetic dentistry procedures and they have the
artistic eye to help make very stunning effects. Ottawa cosmetic dentistry also provides solutions
such as teeth whitening, tooth bonding and complete smile makeovers. If you would like to browse
some more on gum re-contouring, read the the section devoted to oral health on WebMD.com.
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For more details, search a Ottawa cosmetic dentist,a cosmetic dentistry Ottawa and a Ottawa
cosmetic dentistry  in Google for related information.
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